
Turnkey solution

C-LINES has an answer to your industrial 
projects to meet your production and 
profitability needs. 

These buildings offer the best possible 
performance in terms of control of working 
environment, security and optimization. 

An optimal design and adaptability ensure 
you all the assets of the best production units 
or store houses.

Buildings adapted to your projects.

Industrial 
buildings
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C-lines a worldwide company

Our structure is made up of thin bolted profiles offering buildings both lightness and high 
mechanical resistance. Inside areas have no intermediate columns. We can guarantee ranges 
of 12m to 55m between posts and leave the field free to a layout of partitions as functional 
as possible. 

All our structures are fully galvanized at 275 gr / m² minimum, thus offering a perfect resistance 
to all climatic conditions

Structure

Our walls and partitions are entirely made of insulated sandwich panels with polyurethane 
foam with thickness ranging from 40 to 100mm for this type of building. The latest-generation 
of coatings facilitates cleaning and meets stringent hygiene requirements. Providing sandwich 
panels will ensure a perfect thermal insulation and control of the building’s energy. We thus 
guarantee zero thermal bridge objective and perfect airtightness.

 We also propose you different partitioning such as rigid wire meshes, metal sheets or evenest 
fire rated materials. 

Claddings

C-Lines also offers a complete catalog of developments for your project to meet all users’ 
expectations. We propose you functional and optimized buildings with high added value. 
These evolutions range from functional aesthetics to the realization of the set of works related 
to your project including masonry, plumbing, drainage, sanitary, ventilation, electricity for a 
«turnkey» building. 

C-Lines’s strength is to support these complex projects by experienced project managers thus 
to deal with equipment manufacturers. 

Evolutions

Benefiting from an extraordinary experience feedback in more than 60 countries, and with 
more than 100 constructions per year, C-lines has been able to adapt and offer high-end and 
shock-proof frames for forklifts with intensive and regular uses.

Door frames and finishes

C-lines can provides living areas such as restaurants, sanitary areas including showers and 
changing rooms, rooms and dormitories. We also design adapted administrative areas with 
offices and meeting rooms.

Offices areas


